TIAGO JTP & TIGOR JTP
As a part of Tata Motors’ vision to to expand its addressable market, the JTP range of vehicles is aimed at building the
Company’s portfolio with a range of performance and personalised vehicles. JTP is a partnership between Jayem Auto
& Tata Motors for developing performance vehicles with a vision to bring back the Joy of Motoring to Indian
customers.
Through this partnership the JTP range of cars will make it possible for a large consumer audience to experience the
thrill of driving. It also aims at enhancing the product portfolio of TATA MOTORS, by offering exciting, emotion charged
products. JTP will appeal to customers with a hidden streak of adventure who are looking for more than just a solution
to the daily commute.
The Tiago JTP & Tigor JTP are the first two products from this new exciting range. They have been developed to deliver
high performance through enhanced power and torque output using the 1.2L turbocharged petrol engine with
performance oriented intake and exhaust systems. The engine is mated to a 5 speed manual transmission with
optimized gear ratios for superior acceleration and extraordinary performance. It also features multi drive modes –
City and Sports for the best of both- sheer performance or efficiency while negotiating every day traffic. The
suspension has been tuned for precision with reduced ground clearance for improved handling
The Tiago JTP and Tigor JTP features a new front end with large grill, smoked projector headlamps, bonnet and fender
vents. 15” diamond cut alloy wheels and side skirts enhance the side profile while a diffuser on the rear bumper carries
the sporty theme to the rear. Smoked projector headlamps not only provide great illumination but add a touch of
aggression to the front .The interiors feature an all-black theme with sporty accents on AC vents, premium leather
seats & steering with contrast red stitching.
The Tiago JTP and Tigor JTP also feature dual front airbags and next-gen ABS with EBD and Corner stability control
for absolute safety in all driving conditions. For enhanced connectivity and a best in class infotainment experience –
they come with infotainment system by Harman™ with 8 speakers for a surround sound like effect.
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TIAGO JTP
Petrol
JTP 1.2L Turbo charged petrol Engine
110 @5000
150 @ 2000-4000
3
2400
3746
1647
1502
Independent Lower Wishbone, Mcpherson strut with coil spring
Semi-independent; Twist beam with dual path strut
Electric Power assisted steering
Disc Brakes & Caliper
Drum brakes
185/60 R15
R15 x 6.5J
1400
1420
161
TIGOR JTP
Petrol
JTP 1.2L Turbo charged petrol Engine
110 @5000
150 @ 2000-4000
3
2450
3992
1677
1502
Independent Lower Wishbone, Mcpherson strut with coil spring
Semi-independent; Twist beam with dual path strut
Electric Power assisted steering
Disc Brakes & Caliper
Drum brakes
185/60 R15
R15 x 6.5J
1400
1420
161

